
Maverick 3x26 Magnifier & Scrapper 1x25 Gen II
SCMF-10 + SCRD-46

Red Dot with 3x Magnifier



Features
Crystal Sharp Clear, Fit Various Red Dot Scopes, W/ 30mm Flip Side QD Mount
Ring, Diopter Compensation, w/ Great Gift Package

Vector Optics has finally developed a magnifier with exceptional clarity and fully
adjustable. The reticle can be centered even if the height of the red dot or sight
is at a different height.

It is truly one of the best magnifiers on the market. Paired up with excellent flip
to side mount that holds tight yet at the push of a button can disengage the
magnifier to be flipped to the side. 

The 3x magnifier with flip to the side mount converts the sights instantly into a
sighting system for longer range targeting and tactical advantage situations.

This professional grade Vector Optics magnifier is adjustable for windage and
elevation to better align with the red dot sight without changing the actual ZERO
of the sight. The flip mount when pushed rotates to stay on and off line of sight
quickly. It is just that you need to be sure the center height of the mount used
matches that of the red dot sight.



Specifications

SCMF-10 Magnification: 3x
Objective Lens Dia: 26mm
Exit Pupil: 7mm
Length: 108mm (4.2 inch)
Height: 36mm (1.4 inch, from the base to the
ring center)
Weight (net): 325g (11.65ounce, with mount)
Eye Relief: 60mm (2.4 inch)
Field of View (ft@100yds):49 ft
Optics Coating: Fully multi-coated
Shock proof that is designed for real fire
caliber
Can be adjusted
High-durability aircraft grade 6061 T6
aluminum alloy in black matte body covered
with rubber
With SCTM-17 30mm flip to side QD mount
ring
Fast focus eyepiece at ocular lens adjustment
Free fitting involved: 30mm flip side mount,
lens cap, cleaning cloth and hex keys etc



Specifications
SCRD-46 Eye Relief: Free

Optics Coating: Multi-coated
Parallax: <1MOA @ 100 yards
Parallax Setting: 100 yards
Elevation Range: >45MOA
Windage Range: >45MOA
Dot Size: 3MOA
Dot Intensity: 8 levels + 2 NV levels
Working Temperature: -20~+50°C
Material: Aluminum alloy
Battery Type: CR2032
Runtime: >50,000 hour weakest visible dot
Finish: Black matte
Mounting: Weaver & picatinny
For close-in work and all application tactics,
hunting & sporting
Motion sensor, 2 minutes auto shut-off, smart
awake feature even when slighty moving
IPX6 water proof (1 meter 30 minutes), shock
proof to 800G 500 circles
Weaver mount made of aluminum alloy 6061
T6 in durable black matte finish


